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PIONIC X-RAY YIELDS AND LEVEL BROADENING IN LOW-Z ATOMS
ABSTRACT
Absolute intensities of pionic and muonie x-ray transitions 
6 9in Li , Be , C, 0, Mg, and Ti have been measured in thin, elemental
targets (except for H^ O) using Si(Li) and Ge(Li) spectrometers. The
pionic K-transitions in targets with Z £ 8 and L-transitions in all 
£
targets except Li are examined in order to study the absorption pro­
cess of negative pions in complex nuclei.
A pionic-cascade calculation which was constrained to repro­
duce the observed yields predicted population probabilities for the 
lower levels of the mesic atoms and gave values for the strong-
interaction level widths. It was also used to predict a nuclear cap-
—  6
ture schedule for tt in Li . The 2p-level broadenings are 0.015+0.005 eV 
for Li6, 0.16+0.03 eV for Be9, 2.6+0.9 eV for C12, and 12+4 eV for 016. 
The latter two results are a factor of 2.5 larger than the values ob­
tained in a recent experiment which employed somewhat different tech­
niques. The present results are in satisfactory agreement with pre­
dictions based on a phenomenological optical potential whose constant 
parameters had been determined from selected pionic x-ray data. The 
parameters for the imaginary part of this potential are larger by a 




Transitions in mesic atoms and the interaction of the bound- 
state meson with the nucleus have been the object of considerable 
attention over the past two decades.'*' Low energy negative mesons com­
ing to rest in a target typically become bound to a target atom in the 
final step of the slowing-down process. Transitions which occur in the 
cascade toward the atomic ground state result in the emission of Auger 
electrons and x rays. The energy, line width, and intensity of the 
characteristic x rays have been measured to obtain information on 
nuclear radii, nuclear moments, the meson mass, and pion-nucleus inter­
action parameters. In particular the intensity or yield of a given 
pionic transition, defined as the number of emitted x rays per stopped 
meson, can be used to explore the cascade scheme and the absorptive part 
of the pion-nucleus interaction.
2
The discovery of the "missing x ray" anomaly suggested that
the yields in low-Z elements could not be predicted from known atomic
5-8 9-14cascade processes. Several experimental and theoretical studies,
stimulated in part by this discovery, have been directed toward under­
standing the processes which influence the cascade in mesic atoms.
13 16These studies are of interest despite recent corrections * of the 
earlier experimental data.
If the atomic processes are sufficiently well understood to 
allow an accurate prediction of the population probability P  ^of the
3n'£'atomic level characterized by (n,£), then the pionic x-ray yield Y  ^
(radiative) for the mesic transition (n,£)->-(n' ,£') provides a direct 
measure of the nuclear capture rate F^(cap) from the initial state. If 
the yield is written in the form
n'r Pn£ rn£n,r(rad)Y 0 (rad) = * - ■ a-T p— -t r- , (la)
n £  r n £ ( c a P ) +  r n £ ( e ’m - )
then
P T n,Jl'(rad)
rn£(caP> " 7 ? ' tr  " — ■ - rn£<e’“-> ’ (lb)
n£ (rad)
where
/  n " l? "  /  n " £ > "
T 0(e.m.) = Z_; r „ (radiative) + Z_. r . (Auger)
n"£" n£ n"£" n*
is the total electromagnetic decay rate, the summation being over all 
allowed final states. Only electric-dipole transitions are considered 
in the calculation of Tn^(e.m.) since the rates for the higher-order 
multipoles are insignificant in comparison. These El rates are gener­
ally calculated using hydrogenic wave functions for the pionic bound 
states. However, for K-series transitions the relatively large strong- 
interaction distortion of the ls-state wave function makes necessary a 
more exact treatment even for low-Z elements. The non-radiative pro­
cesses of collisional (external) Auger transitions, Stark mixing, and
meson decay are ignored because their contributions to the total decay
10rate are negligible for the mesic levels of interest.
n * & *The yield Y ^  (rad) is measured experimentally and P  ^de­
duced from either atomic-cascade calculations, or observations of other
4x-ray transitions, or both. The nuclear capture rate or, equivalently,
the level width can in this way be determined for levels whose broaden-
17ing is too small to be measured directly, and the range over which
theoretical predictions may be tested can thus be extended.
19 20 21Recent experiments ’ as interpreted by Krell and Ericson
indicated that either their theoretical model does not satisfactorily
describe the 2p-state widths for all elements or a systematic uncertainty
exists in one or both of the experimental methods used to determine these
widths.
Because the most dramatic discrepancies existed for elements
with Z <_ 11, it was the primary purpose of the present investigation to
determine the 2p-state widths of selected elements in this region with
an experimental technique different from that of Refs.. 19, 20. The 2p-
6 9level widths for Li and Be reported here are consistent with recently
reported values"^’^  from other laboratories, while the previously pub- 
20lished 2p-level widths in C and 0 are substantially smaller than those 
obtained in the present investigation. The results of the present work 
compare favorably to predictions based on an optical potential whose 
constant parameters have been previously determined from selected pionic 
x-ray data. However, the values of the parameters for the absorptive 
part of the potential are in disagreement with the predictions of Krell 
and Ericson which are based on the quasi-deuteron model. A secondary 
purpose of this investigation was to determine the capture schedule for 
it in Li^ for which no previous measurements exist. The capture sched­
ules are of particular interest to those engaged in the theoretical
22study of pion capture in complex nuclei.
5The measurements made here and their interpretation will be 
described as follows: In Sec. II, theories pertaining to nuclear ab­
sorption of low energy pions are reviewed; Sec. Ill describes the experi­
mental technique and the general data accumulation procedure; in Sec. IV, 
analysis of the x-ray spectra is described, the detector-efficiency 
measurements are discussed, and the absolute yields are determined;
Sec. V describes the calculation of the cascade scheme and the deter­
mination of the absorption rates; and in Sec. VI the experimental re­
sults are summarized and compared to earlier work and to theoretical 
predictions.
6II. THEORY
Pion absorption in the nucleus is known to be a short-range
phenomenon occurring predominantly on nucleon pairs. The short-range
9
nature of the interaction enabled West to describe the n, Z , and Z
dependence of the nuclear absorption rate in terms of the overlap of
the square of the pion wave function with the nuclear volume. A short-
range interaction was also implicit in the Tr-mesic x-ray yield analysis
13of Eisenberg and Kessler, who characterized the interaction with a 
single variable, the lifetime of pions in nuclear matter.
That the absorption should occur on nucleon pairs may be 
understood from kinematical arguments. Consider first the possibility 
of absorption by a single free nucleon of mass M initially at rest,
it + N N. If y is the meson rest mass and P its initial momentum,
it ’
then energy conservation gives
P^ + y2 + M = P2 + M2
where P is the final momentum of the absorbing nucleon, and we have set 
c = 1. Letting P^ = 0, a good approximation for mesic atoms, we obtain 
P s= /2My' = 525 MeV/c. But momentum conservation requires P = -P = 0, 
hence the process is forbidden. However, if the nucleon is initially 
bound in a nucleus, the residual nucleus is able to compensate for the 
momentum imbalance, and a single nucleon may be emitted with approximately 
the above momentum. The nucleon bound-state wave function has Fourier 
components of relatively small amplitudes with this high momentum (Fermi
7momentum is typically 250 MeV/c), thus the wave function overlap of the
initial bound state with the outgoing plane wave is expected to be
small, and the process will be quasi-forbidden. A detailed calculation 
24by Le Toumeux has shown that the single-nucleon absorption rate is 
several orders of magnitude smaller than the observed total absorption 
rate, confirming that the single-nucleon process is indeed insignifi­
cant.
25Absorption by two nucleons, hypothesized by Perkins, elimi­
nates the requirement for very high momentum components in the nucleon
26bound-state wave function. Brueckner, Serber, and Watson recognized
that such absorption requires a certain degree of correlation between
nucleon pairs which permits them to be emitted simultaneously. To see
this, consider two nucleons sharing the available energy of 140 MeV and
emerging with a relative momentum of about 740 MeV/c. From uncertainty
principle arguments, the absorption process must have involved relative
distances of the order of 0.5 F. This is a small distance compared to
12the average internucleon spacing in C of about 2.5 F and is, in fact,
27comparable to estimates of 0.4 F for the radius of the repulsive hard
core. Extending these considerations one can argue that pion
capture on three or more nucleons should be rare because of the small
probability of finding such highly correlated aggregates in the nuclear
volume. Supporting the model of pion capture by correlated pairs are
28 29the relative success of the phenomenological theories * based on this
30model and the observed high probability of two-nucleon emission at 
about 180°. Consequently, absorption on correlated pairs has been an 
explicit assumption of all recent theoretical descriptions of pion inter­
actions in complex nuclei. All of these theories seek to describe the
8absorptive behavior of pions in nuclei in terms of either the fundamen­
tal Tr-nucleon interaction or (the inverse of) pion production cross sec­
tions. Presumably the only unknowns in such calculations are the nature 
of the nucleon pair correlations and the spatial distribution of nucleons 
in nuclei. Thus, in principle, both approaches are capable of providing
new information on these aspects of nuclear structure.
31The field theoretical calculations generally have used the 
nonrelativistic Tr-nucleon interaction Hamiltonian
\
0 ' ^  “ M 0 • T * (2)TT M N
;
where f is the pion-nucleon coupling constant, y is the meson mass, M is 
the nucleon mass, a and T are the nucleon Pauli spin and isospin matrices, 
^  is the momentum operator which acts on only the pion field ^ >, and ^  
operates only on nucleon wave functions. The three components of x
T1 * (? o) T2 ■ (J 'S) T3 = (J -?)
contracted with the three components of the pion field (j^, and 
where
—  (cj> + i<J> ) + TT* <j> + 7T°
y/l J
results in a scalar in isospin space, insuring charge independence. The
first term on the right hand side of Eq. (2) is obtained directly from
the relativistic form for the interaction, and notably is the simplest
form which couples the pseudoscalar pion field to the scalar nucleon
32wave functions to obtain a parity-conserving theory. The second term
9has been added to insure Galilean invariance, i.e., that the interaction 
depends only on the relative momentum between the pion and nucleon. It 
is also clear that the second term is required in order to have absorp­
tion from Is pionic states. However, it is not mandatory that the two 
terms have the same coupling constant; this point has been discussed by 
Barnhill22 and Cheon2^ .
The interaction given by Eq. (2) couples the initial nucleon 
states, generally described by shell-model wave functions modified by 
phenomenological pair correlation functions, to the final states of the 
emitted pair. The object of these calculations has been to predict the 
angular distribution, energy distribution, and species of the emitted 
particles and by comparison with experiment obtain information about 
the mechanism of the capture reaction, initial-state pair correlations, 
initial nucleon momenta, and two-hole excitations in the residual 
nucleus.
Several authors have also predicted total absorption rates
from pionic 2p states which can be directly compared to the results of
the present work:
351) Cheon, using the shell model to describe the ground-state
12wave function of C , a phenomenological pair correlation 
function, and plane-wave states for the emitted nucleons, 
obtains
r2p(C12) = 16 x 1015 sec"1 = 10.2 eV (3)
This result was relatively insensitive to the value of the 
pair correlation parameter which was determined by selecting
10
the best fit to the angular distribution data and the experi­
mental ratio of the number of np pairs to nn pairs emitted.
362) Chung, Danos, and Huber calculated the total absorption
16rates from the Is and 2p pionic states in 0 . They assumed a
Woods-Saxon potential for the nucleons in both the initial and 
final states. The interaction of the emitted nucleons with the 
residual nucleus was described by an optical potential (with 
the imaginary part set equal to zero). Their form for the 
correlation function, assumed to be the same for both the ini­
tial and final states, permitted interpretation of the corre­
lation variable directly in terms of the momentum exchanged 
between the two nucleons involved in the capture process.
They obtained a maximum total absorption rate
(016) ~ 3.5 x 1015 sec"1 = 2.3 eV (4)
2p
for a characteristic momentum exchange of about 300 MeV/c.
They noted that an absorption process also involving two nu­
cleons but in which one of the nucleons remains bound in the 
residual nucleus may have a rate comparable to (4), but de­
tailed calculations had not yet been completed.
373) Elsaesser and Eisenberg emphasized the importance of an 
accurate description of the wave functions for the emitted nu­
cleons. The initial state was assumed adequately described by 
shell-model harmonic-oscillator wave functions modified by a 
correlation factor. Noting only a weak dependence on initial- 
state correlations in their formalism, they performed the
11
numerical calculations using pure shell-model wave functions. 
They obtained
r2p(°16) = 113.6 x 1015 sec"1 = 75 eV (5)
The two finite values for the correlation parameter for which 
they repeated part of the calculation both resulted in in­
creased transition rates.
The large disparity between the predictions (4) and (5) and
the fact that (3) is larger than (4) while the converse should be true
is symptomatic of the complexity of these calculations. For example, it
is still uncertain whether the high-momentum Fourier components required
in the nucleon wave functions are provided predominantly by initial-state
38correlations or by final-state interactions. Interactions of the
emitted nucleons with the residual nucleus have generally been ignored
31 36 39but have recently been shown to be quite significant. * * Also, the
40effects of s-wave charge-exchange rescattering of the incident pion
36and the influence of low-lying excited states of the residual nucleus 
are seldom considered. It is for these reasons that it is difficult to 
draw definite conclusions from the field-theoretical calculations at this 
time.
An alternate approach to an understanding of the Tr-nucleus
interaction is the semi-phenomenological description of Krell and 
21Ericson. The energy levels of the ir-mesic atom are assumed given by 
the eigenvalues of the Klein-Gordon equation (fi = c = 1)
{V2 + [(E-Vc)2 - y2]} tJj = 2 m  (6)
12
where is the Coulomb potential corrected for finite nuclear size and 
vacuum polarization; y is the reduced pion mass, ip the bound-state pion 
wave function, and V the strong-interaction potential. The phenomenol­
ogical approach is to write the potential V in such a way that it is 
completely specified by empirical data on elementary Tr-nucleon scatter­
ing and pion production cross sections. To accomplish this Ericson and 
41Ericson chose to describe the low energy scattering of pions on single 
nucleons i and correlated nucleon pairs i,j by the scattering amplitudes,
f/^Cr) = [bQ + bj^ t-T.j, + (cQ + ^  t*T1)k' *k]5 (r-r^ ) (7a)
fij2)(r) = tB0 + C0 k,-k]6(?.-?j)6(? - 1/2(?.+?.)) (7b)
where we have retained only the most important terms in both f ^(r)
(2) 
ij
are linear combinations of the elementary ir-nucleon s-wave scattering
and f^ . (r). The parameters b^ , b^ , Cq, c  ^are real constants which
lengths and p-wave scattering volumes. Similarly Bq and Cq are complex 
constants linearly related to various amplitudes of the (tt2N) system.
The 6-functions in r approximate the short range of the interaction, 
and 6(r^-r^) insures that pion absorption occurs on correlated pairs. 
Furthermore t is the isospin of the pion, k and k the pion final and
-V
initial momenta, while is the nucleon isospin. Using Eq. (7a) to 
describe elastic scattering it + N 7T + N and Eq. (7b) to describe 
pion production p + p -> ir+ + D one obtains experimentally determined 
values for the constant parameters in the scattering amplitudes.
Next, using a multiple-scattering formalism, the Ericsons ob­
tain an expression for the pion wave function i p ( r ) which is a sum of the
13
incident wave plus contributions from the scattered waves from all other 
nucleor.s in the nucleus. The latter contribution is in the form of an 
integral in which the integrand contains the scattering amplitudes Eqs. 
(7a,b) and a Green's function which satisfies the Klein-Gordon equation 
with a 6-function source term. By applying the Klein-Gordon operator to 
(^r) they obtain an equation in which they can identify a potential V
Here p^ = (1 + y/M) and = (1 + y/2M) are kinematical factors; p^ Ct),
respectively. The variable £ is a correlation parameter which the 
formalism indicates should be unity in the limit of zero range for the 
nucleon pair correlations.
shifts and widths of the lower energy levels in tt-mesic atoms. In these 
studies the phenomenological constants in Eq. (8) were treated as para­
meters to be varied to obtain the best agreement with available mesic
such that
2yV = q(r) - V*a(r)^ (8)
with42
q(r) = -4TT[p1b()p(r) + (pn (r)-pp (r) ) + ip2ImB0p2 (r) ] ,
a(r) = aQ(r) [1 - £
and
aQ(r) = -4tt [p^  ^1 CQp(r) + ip2_1 ImC0p2(r)]
pp(r), and p(r) are the average neutron, proton, and nucleon densities,
Equation (6) with the strong-interaction potential V given by
X8 21 43Eq. (8) has been solved numerically by several authors ’ ’ to obtain the
14
x-ray data. These "best fit" values for the parameters were then com­
pared to those based on experimental data for TT-nucleon scattering 
lengths and pion production cross sections. Before a valid comparison 
is possible the real parameters obtained from the elementary inter­
actions must be adjusted for the specifically nuclear effects of finite 
correlation length and Fermi motion as well as the dispersive effects 
of pion absorption. The absorptive parameters must be adjusted to in­
clude absorption on nucleon pairs in a relative-singlet state. These 
corrections are discussed in detail in Ref. 21 and 41.
The energy level shifts in the TT-mesic atoms are found to be 
well described by this model, and the parameters of the potential are 
in very good agreement with those based on elementary TT-nucleon elastic 
scattering data.
21 29The pionic ls-level widths are not well described * in that
the predicted dependence on nuclear charge is in disagreement with experi-
18ment for elements with Z > 6. Also, the experimental width in 0 is
16larger than that of 0 , whereas the theoretical isospin dependence
should produce the opposite effect. Furthermore, the "best fit" value 
(including corrections) for ImB^ , the parameter determined almost ex­
clusively by these widths, is larger by a factor of 2.5 that that ob­
tained from pion production cross section data. On the other hand, this 
model is somewhat more successful in describing the 2p-level widths in 
pionic atoms; this will be discussed in detail in Sec. VI.
It is to be expected perhaps that the present model may not 
adequately describe the absorption of pions in complex nuclei. The im­
plicit assumption that the initial and final-state correlations between
15
the absorbing nucleons in a nucleus are the same as those between the 
nucleons in the elementary pion production reaction is an oversimplifi­
cation. Furthermore, the possible influence of final-state interactions 
between the emitted nucleons and the residual nucleus has not been in­
cluded, nor have effects of nuclear excitations. Both of these phenom­
ena were found to be significant in the field-theoretical calculations 
discussed earlier. Also, an interesting feature of the numerical analy­
sis is that the "best fit" value for ItaSq is most strongly influenced 
by the measured widths in elements with Z < 7. This results from the 
fact that these measurements represent the majority of the most precise­
ly determined experimental data. The application of an optical poten­
tial to these low-Z elements with the anticipation that the parameters 
thus determined apply at higher Z may be naive. It is possible that 
the apparent "leveling off" of the ls-level widths for Z > 9 could be 
conversely interpreted as an enhancement of the absorption rate in 
low-Z elements. This possibility will be further discussed in Sec. VI.
Ill. EXPERIMENT
The mesic x rays were observed in two experiments performed at 
the N.A.S.A. Space Radiation Effects Laboratory 600 MeV synchrocyclotron. 
Because the two experiments employed nearly identical beams, counter con­
figurations, and electronics, only the first will be described in detail 
and the relevant differences noted.
A low duty-factor beam of negative pions was obtained by proton 
bombardment of an internal, vibrating beryllium target. Pions emerging 
from the thin vacuum window of the cyclotron were focussed by a pair of 
quadrupole magnets and transported in a He atmosphere to a bending magnet 
outside the cyclotron vault. The 190 MeV/c beam was deflected 35° by the 
magnet and traveled 2.4m in air through a 0.2m x 0.2m lead-lined aperture 
in an exterior shielding wall before arriving at the counter telescope.
A drawing of the scintillation-counter array and target-detector 
geometry is shown in Fig. 1. The degrader upstream of counter 1 was used 
only during the muonic x-ray runs. Electron rejection was accomplished
V V
by C, a Cerenkov counter filled with FC-75 viewed by two RCA 8575 photo­
multipliers whose outputs were summed in a logical OR mode. Counter 3 
was employed to suppress the accidentals which would otherwise occur when 
neutrals from pion interactions in the degrader are detected by counter 4. 
Counter 7 served as a monitor of particles which might be scattered through 
large angles after entering the target, and counter 6 was used to monitor
V
the efficiency of the veto counters C and 5 as given by
17
This quantity was generally in the range 0.95-1.00 depending on beam 
composition and whether the target was in or out of the beam. The effi­
ciency rigj. and its use in determining the absolute number of meson stops
will be discussed in more detail in Sec. IV.C. All counters were square
with the exception of the target-defining counter 4 which was a 3" (diam.) 
x 0.063" disk of scintillant mounted in a 4" x 4" x 1/8" Lucite support.
In the second experimental run counter 7 was eliminated, counter 5 was 
inclined more toward the beam axis, and a 5" x 5" x 1/8" veto counter 
was placed against the downstream face of the target. In both experi­
ments the target-detector axis was perpendicular to the target plane and 
45° to the beam axis. The targets were held in a fixed position rela­
tive to the detectors by a rigid frame mounted on the detector cryostats. 
Counter 4 could be translated a short distance along the beam axis to 
accommodate targets of different thickness and remain in contact with 
the upstream face of the target.
A block diagram of the electronics is shown in Fig. 2. Many 
of the components were used only as performance monitors and were not 
used in establishing the prompt time signature for a stopping particle
V  —  —
which was 1 2 C 3 4 5 7. Figure 3 shows a range curve obtained in a
2
3.2 g/cm carbon target with this signature. In addition to the prompt 
time signature a pulse-height restriction was placed on the amplitude 
of the pulse in counter 4 to reject events which occur when the pion 
stops in 4 rather than in the target. This was found to be feasible 
because the signal generated in the scintillant by a stopped pion ("star" 
event) was usually detectably greater than that from a slow pion trans- 
versing the entire thickness of the scintillant. The pulse height from
18
the 14th dynode of the 56AVP photomultiplier on counter 4 was analysed 
to determine the threshold on discriminator D4'. This technique was 
approximately 60% effective for discriminating against pion stops in 
counter 4 and was shown to produce a negligible "dead-layer" on the up­
stream surface of the target. The complete stops signature was then
1 2 C 3 4 4' 5 7 . (10)
The consequent reduction of the mesic x-ray background from carbon in 
the Li^ spectrum simplified the analysis appreciably. The spectra of 
the other targets were relatively unaffected, and the technique was 
not used in the second experiment which concentrated on elements 
6 £ Z £ 22.
16All targets except (H^ JO consisted of one or more thin plates
which facilitated measurement of x-ray absorption coefficients to be used
in the self-absorption corrections. When the effects of impurities and
target coverings were included, all measured absorption coefficients were
44consistent with those in published compilations. A summary of target
properties and some typical rates using the complete signature for a
stopping particle are given in Table I.
The solid-state detectors used to detect the x rays are listed
along with their relevant physical and electronic characteristics in
Table II. All detectors were operated at liquid nitrogen temperatures
and employed cooled field-effect transistors as the first stage of am- 
45plification. Subsequent amplification and pulse shaping were performed 
with Tennelec TC201 and TC200 amplifiers. The planar Ge(Li) detector 
system employed a pole-zero modification to the main amplifier. The 
coaxial Ge(Li) detector spectrometer included an Ortec 438 base-line
19
restorer. The shaped pulses were analysed and stored by a Victoreen 
SCIPP 1600 channel pulse-height analyzer (PHA) which was gated whenever 
a signal in the x-ray detector coincided with a meson-stop signature.
To establish this coincidence a zero-crossing technique was employed 
to obtain a timing pulse from the detector signal. The block diagram 
in Fig. 2 shows the Canberra 1410 double-delay-line amplifier (DDLA) 
which produces a zero-crossing signal from an unshaped detector pulse 
obtained from an electrically isolated output of the main amplifier.
The energy window of the Ortec 420 single-channel timing analyser (SCTA) 
accepted signals only in the energy range of interest in order to mini­
mize count-rate effects.
A plot of the number of these x-ray timing signals versus the
time at which they occur relative to a meson-stop signature exhibits a
prominent peak on a flat background'. This "timing peak" resulting from
the correlation between meson stop and x-ray emission was continuously
monitored on a second pulse-height analyser which displayed the output
48of a time-to-amplitude converter (TAC) (see Fig. 2). The sum of the 
widths of the output pulses of discriminators D 11 (x ray) and D 10 
(meson stop) determined the timing window within which an x-ray signal 
was said to coincide with a meson stop. This window was 320 nsec wide 
for all detectors and was centered on the timing peak. Figure 4 shows 
a typical timing spectrum with the window containing the "good" events 
stored in a separate section of the analyser to facilitate monitoring 
the performance. The timing window included part of the "flat" back­
ground in the prompt timing to preclude loss of very low energy pulses 
due to possible energy-dependent time shifts.
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The data acquisition procedures were essentially the same for
all targets. First, the degrader thickness was adjusted to obtain a
49maximum rate of pion stops. Standard sources which emitted y rays or 
x rays whose energies covered the region of interest were attached to 
the center of the downstream face (detector side) of the target, and 
data from these sources were accumulated for a fixed "live" time with 
the beam on. During these absolute efficiency measurements the gate 
for the x-ray PHA was generated by the x-ray timing signal alone, the 
meson-stop signature requirement at C9 (Fig. 2) having been removed. 
Analysis of the detector efficiency data will be discussed in Sec. IV.B. 
Following the calibrations, the sources were removed, the meson-stop 
signature requirement was reinstated, and mesic x-ray data were accumu­
lated. After the plonic data were recorded, sufficient degrader mate­
rial was added to maximize the rate of muon stops, and the procedure was 
repeated.
At the conclusion of the muonic x-ray run the target was re­
moved, and target-out beam rates were established for both the muon and 
pion beams. The use of these rates in determining the absolute number 
of stopped mesons will be discussed in Sec. IV.C.
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IV. ABSOLUTE YIELD MEASUREMENTS
A. Analysis of Spectra
Peaks in the mesic x-ray spectra were analyzed primarily to 
determine the number of x rays corresponding to the transitions of 
interest and the uncertainties to be assigned to those numbers. The 
energies and, where applicable, the strong-interaction broadening of 
the transitions were determined and compared to the more precise values 
which have appeared in the literature.^’^ ’'^’'^  The agreement was 
generally good, and discrepancies were always within the estimated 
uncertainties in the present measurements. Two specific examples will 
be discussed in Sec. IV.D.
The major contribution to the uncertainty in the number of 
counts in a given x-ray peak arose from the uncertainty in the background. 
The use of thin, small targets, while reducing the importance of possible 
systematic errors, limited the statistics which could be accumulated in 
a given amount of running time. Although the relatively low statistics 
occasionally aggravated the problem of determining the characteristics 
of the background, in most instances improved statistics would not have 
significantly reduced the uncertainty of the final result. In this 
sense the analysis generally was not limited by statistics. Another 
complication was the asymmetry of the peaks obtained with the coaxial 
detector. Because the asymmetry was observed to be essentially inde­
pendent of the amplification system, employing consistent criteria in
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analyzing calibration spectra and mesic x-ray spectra assured that 
systematic uncertainties would largely cancel. As a consistency check, 
the L-series in Mg and the K-series in C were investigated using both 
Ge(Li) detectors, and the final results were found to be in good agree­
ment. The most significant systematic uncertainties in the background 
were due to the presence of contaminant peaks, generally defined as any 
peaks not belonging to the mesic x-ray series of primary interest. In 
the present experiment contaminant peaks could have arisen from the 
following phenomena:
1) the presence of muons in the pion beam. With the degrader thick­
ness chosen to maximize the rate of stopping pions in the target 
the ratio of muon to pion stops was of order 1:10. However,
for the K-series the muonic x-ray yield is always significantly 
larger than the pionic x-ray yield, and the muonic lines 
actually dominate the spectra for Z ^ 6. In the present experi­
ment the muonic x-ray peaks were the major contaminants in the 
pionic spectra of Be, C, and 0 as can be seen in Fig. 5.
2) mesons stopping in any material other than the target. Such 
events are inconsequential unless they coincide with a meson- 
stop signature. Hence, most events of this type occurred when 
the meson stopped in any non-target material between (and 
including) counter 4 and the scintillant of counter 5. Because 
carbon was the most abundant element in these materials, its
x rays appeared in most spectra and in particular complicated 
the interpretation of some of the Li, C, and Mg data. In some
instances small contaminant peaks due to mesons which had been
scattered into the detector cryostat were also observed.
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3) the decay of nuclear excited states following nuclear pion
capture in the target. The time interval between a pion stop 
and the appearance of a de-excitation nuclear y ray is 
usually very short compared to the timing-window width of 
320 nsec. Hence they cannot be discriminated against by the 
electronics and may appear in the mesic x-ray spectra. In 
Fig. 5(c) four such contaminant peaks in the pionic oxygen 
spectrum are indicated.
Other phenomena- which might have produced background peaks 
were investigated and found to be of little or no significance. These 
included flouresence effects which might produce atomic x rays in the 
cryostat or shielding materials, pion contamination in the muon beam, 
and nuclear muon capture.
In an attempt to locate and identify all significant contami­
nant peaks and thus reduce the uncertainties in the background,the spectra 
were subjected to three separate examinations:
a) all spectra were "scanned" by computer-fitting each identi­
fiable peak in a spectrum to a Gaussian function plus a linear 
background, the number of data channels included in the fit 
being as large as practicable. Groups of adjacent data 
channels were then summed to enhance peaks of smaller ampli­
tude which were otherwise obscured, and the peaks were fitted 
again. In this way all peaks were tentatively identified and 
catalogued.
b) portions of spectra containing peaks separated by less than 
approximately (F is the full width at half maximum of the
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broadest peak in the spectrum) were decomposed by obtaining
a fit to a two-Gaussian function plus linear background. If
the contaminant in a pionic x-ray spectrum consisted of a
muonic x-ray series it was usually possible to subtract the
entire series using a clean muonic x-ray peak in the pionic
spectrum as a reference; this reference peak was compared to
the corresponding peak in a muonic spectrum taken with the
pure muon beam to obtain a scale factor; the scaled muonic
x-ray spectrum was then subtracted from the pionic spectrum.
After the separated peaks were examined for anomalies which
the adjacent peaks might have concealed, those exhibiting
52natural broadening were fitted to Voigt profiles and all
others were fitted to Gaussians. In all cases the interval of 
the fit was approximately 4T and centered on the peak,
c) plots of spectra (usually with groups of adjacent data channels 
summed) were examined and the subtraction of contaminant peaks
and linear background was performed by eye.
For most x-ray transitions of interest both (b) and (c) were employed to 
obtain the number of counts (detected x rays) in the peak and as a rule 
gave consistent results. This general agreement was felt to justify 
using the results of (c) alone in those few instances when very low
statistics made application of (a) and (b) impractical. Whenever (b)
and (c) produced different results, the discrepancy never exceeded 2.0 
standard deviations and was usually less than 1.5. In all such cases 
the spectra were re-examined, possible causes of the discrepancy 
established, and a final number selected with an assigned uncertainty 
larger than either of the original uncertainties.
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The analysis of the carbon data required special techniques
because of the relative abundance of carbon in non-target materials
such as scintillants, counter wrappings, and degraders. The observation
of carbon L-series x rays in the Li and Be spectra and their absence in
the Mg spectra strongly suggested that all carbon contamination origi-
53nated upstream of the target. Subsequent detailed analyses of the
intensities of the carbon x-ray peaks which appeared in many of the
spectra were consistent with the hypothesis that all of these x rays
originated in the scintillant of counter 4. The contribution from
counter 4 either could be subtracted from the carbon x-ray spectra or 
it could be included and the target volume and number of meson stops 
adjusted to include the counter. The latter technique was the one 
employed and resulted in approximately a 10% correction to the total 
number of stops.
B. Detector Efficiencies
The absolute net efficiencies of the three detectors were 
determined over energy ranges which spanned the mesic x-ray spectra of 
interest. The absolute net efficiency is defined here as
no. counts in full-energy peak with source at distance D
no. y rays emitted ’
where the source was on the symmetry axis of the detector. The distance 
D is given in Table II. The number of y rays was determined from the 
calibration data provided by the supplier"^ and corrected for absorption 
in the source holders. Hereafter the use of the word efficiency shall 
mean the absolute net efficiency as defined above.
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The efficiencies at energies for which calibrated sources
were available were plotted versus energy on logarithmic graphs and
the points connected by a smooth curve. The final results are shown
in Fig. 6. Knowledge of the shapes of the Ge(Li) detectors' efficiency
133curves was improved by employing an uncalibrated Ba source. The 
133Ba spectrum contains several y rays whose relative intensities are 
55well known and whose energies are within the range spanned by the
133Ge(Li) detectors. The relative efficiency data obtained with the Ba
source were normalized to the absolute efficiency data by equating the
133efficiency at 279 keV (Ba ) to the absolute efficiency at 276 keV
203 . _ ,49,(Hg , calibrated ).
133A counterpart to the Ba source which would have aided in 
determining the shape of the Si(Li) efficiency curve was not available. 
The alternative technique used was to determine a theoretical efficiency 
curve from a knowledge of the physical components of the system and the 
appropriate photon absorption coefficients. The theoretical relative 
efficiency curve was superimposed on the experimental data points 
obtained from calibrated sources by normalizing at 14.4 keV. Two of 
the experimental points are inconsistent with the predicted curve shape
and require further comment. They are the 18-keV and 21-keV and
237 2A1x rays of Np produced by the alpha decay of Am . The absolute
56intensities of these x rays have been measured elsewhere using an argon 
proportional chamber spectrometer which resolved only the most prominent 
peaks. A more recent investigation"^ in which these intensities were 
used to calibrate a Si(Li) detector spectrometer indicated that the 
intensity of the 18-keV series may be greater than that given in Ref. 56.
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In the present experiment the spectrometer resolution was better than 
those in Ref. 56 and Ref. 57, perhaps permitting more accurate determi­
nation of the background, which may account for the discrepancy at 
21 keV as well as at 18 keV. The possibility of a systematic uncertainty 
in the background combined with the fact that no alteration in the 
parameters for the theoretical shape could provide agreement at these
two points without destroying the agreement at all other points was the
237basis for rejecting the quoted Np x-ray data at 18 keV and 21 keV.
Having determined the efficiency of the detectors to a point 
source located on the symmetry axis of the detectors, we measured the 
efficiency off-axis relative to the efficiency on-axis to find the 
uniformity
U(r ,cj) ,D) = ri(r,<J),D)/ri(r=0,D)
where r](r,<t>,D) is the absolute efficiency of the system to a source at
the location specified, and the origin of the cylindrical co-ordinate
system is taken at the center of the front surface of the detector.
These uniformity measurements were made over an area somewhat larger
than the size of the target and repeated at several different energies.
2 2 2The average of UD /(r +D ) over the target area was approximately 0.95 
for both the Si(Li) detector and planar Ge(Li) detector and 0.90 for 
the coaxial Ge(Li) detector.
Knowledge of U made off-axis efficiency measurements during 
the mesic x-ray runs unnecessary, and prior determination of the shapes 
of the efficiency curves permitted the use of only a few sources to 
establish the absolute efficiency over a wide range of energies. Thus,
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the frequent calibrations referred to in Sec. Ill did not require an 
inordinate amount of time.
The detector efficiencies in situ were obtained from the beam- 
on efficiency measurements described in Sec. III. These measurements 
were compared to those taken with the beam off as well as to measure­
ments taken earlier in the laboratory. The data taken with the beam 
off were in very good agreement with the earlier measurements. Analysis 
of the beam-on results indicated beam-dependent deadtimes which, though
different for each detector, were essentially independent of both
58energy and target material. The deadtime, attributed to the effect
of overload pulses on the amplifiers and not to conventional count-rate
effects, reduced the efficiency of the planar Ge(Li) detector by
approximately 22% and 10% during the pionic and muonic x-ray measurements
respectively. The deadtime in the other two detectors were approximately
half of that in the planar Ge(Li) detector.
To determine the efficiency for any given energy generally
required interpolation between two calibration points which bracketed
the energy region of interest. Occasionally extrapolation was necessary
and resulted in the assignment of somewhat larger uncertainties to the
absolute efficiency. Both techniques utilized the curve shapes shown
in Fig. 6. The one exception was the determination of the Si(Li)
9
detector efficiency at 6.1 keV (muonic 3d-2p line in Be ). Below 
approximately 7.5 keV the Si(Li) detector deadtime was no longer 
independent of energy but increased rapidly with decreasing energy.
This effect was not recognized until after the experiment had been 
completed, and the available data did not permit a thorough investigation
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of the phenomenon. Nonetheless, It was possible to determine the 
effect on the detector efficiency during the calibration run by compar­
ing the low energy (Compton) background in spectra obtained with the 
beam on and with it off. The attenuation at these low energies which 
was quite apparent in the calibration spectrum appeared to be less severe 
in the mesic x-ray spectrum. The difficulty in specifying the efficiency 
in this low energy region is the principal cause for the large uncer­
tainty assigned to the yield for the line in Be.
C. Determination of the Number of Stopping Mesons
The total number of pions and muons stopping in the target
during an x-ray run was taken to be the scaled number of stop signatures
(10)
12C344'57
corrected for veto-counter efficiency, outscattering, and events satis­
fying (10) but occurring in materials other than the target. This last 
correction was obtained by measuring the stopping rate (with respect to 
1234 events) with the target removed and multiplying this rate by the 
number of 1234 events during the x-ray run. This product, corrected 
for the efficiency of the veto counters and outscattering, was the total 
number of stops occurring in non-target materials. Implicit in this 
computation was the assumption that the stopping rates in these 
materials did not change when the target was removed. This assumption 
was justified for the following reason. Because the stopping rates in 
any given material are affected only by the degrader upstream, clearly
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all rates in materials upstream of the target are independent of the 
target. For materials downstream of the target the target-in and 
target-out stopping rates will be very nearly the same if the distribu­
tion of stopping mesons is symmetrical about its maximum and is centered 
in a target which is relatively thin. These conditions were assured 
through the use of thin targets (see Table I.) and by adjusting the 
degrader thickness for each target to obtain a maximum stopping rate.
The symmetry was confirmed by inspection of the range curve (Fig. 3). 
Typically less than 15% of the stop signatures corresponded to events 
occurring in non-target materials.
The veto-counter efficiency (9) as determined using counter 6 
was by definition a relative number which depended on the composition of 
the beam passing through veto counter 5. Because 5 was less sensitive
V
to electrons than to muons or pions and the Cerenkov counter was not 
perfectly efficient, the higher the proportion of electrons in the beam 
the lower the efficiency. Thus we observed rig^  ~ 1.00 for target-out 
runs in the pion beam and rig,- ~ 0.95 for target-in runs in the muon beam. 
The exact values for each run were used to correct the corresponding 
numbers of total stops.
Counter 7 intercepted some of the particles which emerged 
from the target at large angles and missed counter 5. Because it was 
anticipated that such outscattering would be only a small correction 
to the stopping rates, no effort was made to examine it in detail. We 
assumed that the outscattering would be cylindrically symmetric about 
the beam axis and that we could ignore scattering through angles greater 
than approximately 90° in the laboratory frame of reference. The number
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of false stop signatures which counter 7 prevented was taken to be the 
number of counts registered in C4 minus those registered in C5 (see 
Fig. 2). Had counter 7 completely encircled the beam at the same 
distance from the beam and with the same extent along the beam axis, 
it would have covered a solid angle 6.2 times larger. The preliminary 
outscattering correction was, therefore, 6.2 x (C4-C5) and amounted to 
typically a 3% effect in the pion stopping rates and less than a 1% effect 
in the muon stopping rates. By taking into consideration the interaction 
of neutral secondaries (to be discussed in the next paragraph) in counter 
7 the outscattering effect was found to be reduced to generally less 
than 2% and 1/2% in the pion and muon cases respectively. In the second 
run, the veto counters were much closer to the target and corrections for 
outscattering were ignored.
A non-negligible correction to the veto-counter efficiency as 
well as to the outscattering contribution arises from the interaction 
of beam-associated neutrals in counters 6 and 7. The neutrals include 
mesic x rays, meson-capture y rays, neutrons, and nuclear y rays, and 
clearly there may be several associated with each stopped meson. With 
the assumption that there are no neutrals emitted when the target is 
out, i.e., all counts accumulated at C7 represent "true accidentals", 
the number of detected neutrals is given by
<'C7)Target In " (C7/C2)Target Out X (G2)Target In
The number of detected neutrals per meson stop were a factor of 3 or 4 
greater in the pion runs than in the muon runs. Data from typical pion 
runs indicated approximately three emitted neutrals per stop if the
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average intrinsic detection efficiency is 2%. By including both the 
effect of neutrals and outscattering, the stopping rates were altered 
by at most 2%.
Applying the above corrections to the counted number of stop
signatures, we obtained the total number of stops in the target. It
remained to determine the pion contamination in the muon runs and the
muon contamination in the pion runs. From range-curve analyses and
59searches for pionic x-ray peaks in muonic x-.ra^ ' spectra we concluded 
that the muon beam was free of pion contamind.ion.
According to range-curve analyses, the stopping-pion beams 
in the two runs contained respectively about 6% and 9% muon contamination 
while investigation of muonic x-ray peaks in the pionic x-ray spectra 
indicated contaminations ranging from 2.5% to 5% in the first run and 
2.5% to 7% in the second run. The generally large uncertainties 
associated with these numbers do not entirely exclude possible systematic 
differences between targets. Because of this difficulty the most probable 
value for the contamination was selected, and it was assumed the same 
for all targets in the run. The values used for the two runs were 
(3.5 + 1.0)% and (5.0 + 2.0)% respectively. It should be noted that 
these uncertainties in the muon contamination contribute less than 2% 
to the uncertainties in the final values for the absolute yields.
The distributions of stopping mesons in the direction of the 
beam axis were assumed to coincide with the shapes of the peaks in the 
range curves. Near their maxima the peak shapes were very nearly 
Gaussian which simplified computation. Uniformity over the target 
plane, which was assumed in all calculations, was virtually assured by
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the small size of the targets. This assumption was not critical because 
the symmetry of the target-detector geometry insured that final yield 
values would have a negligible dependence on the distribution in the 
target plane.
D. Pionic and Muonic X-Ray Yields
The absolute and relative yields of all observed transitions
were computed by dividing the disc-shaped targets into small annular
elements, calculating the contribution for each element assuming isotro-
60pic x-ray emission, then integrating over the target volume. The 
number of axial increments was chosen to insure that the x rays were 
attenuated less than 1% in traversing one incremental thickness. The 
results of the calculation were essentially independent of the number 
of radial increments, which was selected to be 30 for all targets.
These calculations were performed by computer which facilitated inves­
tigating perturbations such as different meson-stop distributions and 
enlarged effective target volumes due to the divergence of the beam.
Their contributions to the total uncertainties in the yields were found 
to be negligible. The final yield values are presented in Tables III 
and V where they are compared with previously published results. The 
calculated values in Table III will be discussed in Sec. V.
The muonic x-ray yields were measured to investigate systematic 
errors which might have arisen either in the experiments or in the data 
analysis. The K-series is particularly useful for this purpose since 
it is generally accepted that the total series yield is very nearly unity 
in all elements with the probable exception of Li. The pionic and muonic
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L-series x-ray yields were measured also for Mg and Ti since these 
x-rays bracket in energy the K-series of C and 0. The yields obtained 
for these "reference" lines are generally in good agreement with 
earlier work and with the predictions of the cascade calculations 
(Sec. V).
The lack of agreement between the present result for the
pionic 2p-ls yield in C and that of other experimenters may be due in
part to the difficulty of subtracting the muonic background from the 
pionic x-ray peak. The muonic np+ls x rays (n>3) all fall in the energy 
range spanned by the broadened pionic K^ peak and have a yield approxi­
mately a factor of ten higher. Thus with a 5% muon contamination of 
the pion beam one-third of the "signal" in the region of the pionic 
line will consist of muonic x rays. The subtraction of these contami­
nant peaks, therefore, requires particular care since the result may 
strongly influence the measured characteristics of the pionic line. In 
the present analysis two different techniques were used. Because the 
data from the first experimental run contained some pionic x rays in 
aluminum (detector cryostat) on the low energy side of the C pionic K
peak, the peak was analysed only on the high energy side of the centroid
and the uncertainty in the final result was increased to reflect the un­
certainty in the centroid location. In the second experimental run the 
detector cryostat was farther from the beam and no x rays from A1 were 
evident; the entire muonic K-series could then be subtracted from the 
pionic spectrum using the technique described in Sec. IV.A. The yields 
thus obtained in the two experiments were consistent within approxi­
mately one standard deviation. The natural broadening of the pionic K^ 
line was determined to be approximately 3.2 keV and 2.7 keV in the two
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experiments with the latter exhibiting the larger yield, as might occur 
for incomplete subtraction of the muonic background. We conclude that 
with muon contamination of the pion beam of the order of 5% it is 
unlikely that differences in background-subtraction techniques could 
contribute an uncertainty larger than the 15% found in the present case.
The oxygen pionic x ray is contaminated by two nuclear y
rays in addition to the muonic x rays. Subtracting the entire muonic 
K-series from the pionic spectrum (see Sec. IV.A) produced a much less 
cluttered spectrum in which the nuclear y rays were clearly resolved 
and easily subtracted by eye. In comparing the yield obtained in the 
present investigation with those of earlier investigators the differences
in apparatus and techniques should be noted. In particular the experi-
62 5ments of Camac et al. and Stearns ejt aJ. employed Nal(Tl) crystals
whose energy resolution was incapable of resolving the nuclear y rays 
and muonic x rays just discussed. The y rays alone constitute approxi­
mately 15% of the "signal" in the vicinity of the pionic peak. The 
analysis is further complicated if the two unidentified y rays near the 
expected location of the Kg peak are also target-associated.
With regard to muonic x-ray background Stearns et al.^ did not
discuss any corrections to their data for possible muon contamination in
62their pion beam. Camac et_ aJ. deduced 1% muon contamination from
their oxygen data and 1.5% from the nitrogen data but were unable to
make determinations of contamination from the data for their other targets;
for all targets except nitrogen they assumed a 1% muon contamination.
19More recently, Koch _et al. using a high resolution Ge(Li) detector 
were able to compare accurately the intensities of the muonic x rays
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and pionic x rays in their pionic spectra. Knowing the absolute yields 
of the (K-series) muonic x rays and assuming the muon contamination in 
the pion beam to be the same as that measured in two reference targets, 
they were able to calculate the absolute yields of the pionic x rays. 
Unlike the results of the present experiment, the absolute yields ob­
tained using this technique are very sensitive to uncertainties in the 
ratio of muon to pion stops in the target. There exists evidence in the 
present work (see Sec. IV.C) and that of Ref. 62 which suggests the 
possibility of different muon contamination for different targets. While 
such a phenomenon seems very improbable, it could introduce systematic 
errors in any analysis which used muonic x-ray lines as intensity refer­
ences and assumed a muon contamination in the pion beam which was inde­
pendent of target.
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V. ATOMIC CASCADE AND NUCLEAR ABSORPTION
The level populations P  ^to be used in Eq. (la) were deduced 
from the absolute yields measured in this experiment. To accomplish 
this a calculation of the atomic cascade scheme was performed which
predicted mesic x-ray yields on the basis of assumed values for the P „.nJc
In general, yield data were available for a sufficient number of x-ray 
transitions in each element to permit an unambiguous determination of 
all level populations in the cascade scheme.
A. Description of the Cascade Calculations
64The cascade calculations are nearly identical to those done
12-14 19 20by Eisenberg and Kessler and by Koch et_ al. ’ At the beginning
of a calculation the initial population of the angular momentum states
of a high n level is assumed. The electromagnetic transition rates are
65calculated using the expressions given by de Borde and Burbidge and 
66de Borde for Auger emission of K and L-shell electrons and for El 
radiative transitions. For the calculation of these rates it is assumed 
that all bound states are adequately described by hydrogenic wave 
functions (pionic Is and 2p states which are exceptions will be discussed 
later). In the present work an approximation is used in which the 
state of each particle in the mesic atom is characterized by (field) 
and (potential), where (field) is the effective charge which 
appears in the wave function, and (potential) is used to calculate 
the binding energy or transition energy. The difference between
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Zgff (potential) and (field) is the "outer screening" contribution
discussed by Slater. ^
In the calculation of the effective charge the meson is assumed 
to be screened by only the K-shell electrons, an excellent approximation 
for mesic levels with n < 20. Hydrogenic wave functions are used for 
the electrons, and the meson is assumed to be localized at the Bohr 
radius
*2 2 _ n  ____ n____
rn “ - 2 Z rc(field)ye eff
where y is the meson reduced mass.^
The electrons are screened by the other electrons in the atom 
as well as by the meson. Electron screening was computed using a tech­
nique very similar to Slater's simplified treatment of ionization poten-
69tials in light atoms. The screening of the electrons by the meson was 
estimated by ascribing to all particles wave functions with maxima at 
their Bohr radii and Gaussian radial distributions about these maxima. 
Reasonable variations in the parameters used in the screening calcula­
tions were found to have an insignificant effect on the final results 
of the cascade calculations. The results of the screening calculations 
for the muonic carbon atom are shown in Fig. 7.
The nuclear absorption rates from the Is, 2p and 3d states of 
the pionic atoms were treated as variables even though for most elements 
the results of the calculation were sensitive to only one of these three 
parameters. Absorption rates from higher n levels were obtained by mul­
tiplying these rates by scaling factors R(n£/n'£) which were the ratios
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of the overlap of the square of the pion wave functions with the nuclear 
volume. Using hydrogenic wave functions^ for the pion states, we ob­
tained to first order
R(ns/ls) =
n
R(np/2p) = ~  ( 3  (1 - ^ )) (11)
n n
■or j / o j \  _  2187 1 .... 5 4 .R(nd/3d)  ^  ^f y) •
n n n
In the approximation that the pionic wave functions for states with £ > 0 
are proportional to r inside the nuclear volume, one obtains the same 
expressions as above for the ratios of the squares of the wave functions 
at the nuclear surface or the squares of the gradients of the wavefunctions 
integrated over the nuclear volume. Thus Eqs. (11) are largely indepen­
dent of the nature (e.g., local or non-local) of the absorptive inter­
action. For the elements investigated in the present work, absorption 
from states with £ > 2 is negligible and has been ignored.
B. Choice of Initial Level
In the cascade calculation one varies the initial distribution 
of mesons in the higher states and, in the pion cascade, the nuclear cap­
ture rates to obtain the experimental x-ray yields. The cascade para­
meters, thus selected, uniquely determine the populations of the lower 
levels of the mesic atom. Using the cascade calculation in this manner 
is the equivalent of applying Eq. (1) self-consistently to all observed 
x-ray transitions in the mesic atom.
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The initial distribution is established by specifying an ini­
tial level N and the relative populations P  ^of the angular momentum 
states in that level. Because the only constraint on P ^ is that the 
cascade calculation reproduce the experimental yields, the choice of N 
is clearly somewhat arbitrary. Economy of effort would seem to indicate 
that the calculation should begin at the lowest value of N that is 
physically reasonable, for example, one not much higher than that of the 
highest initial level of an observed x-ray transition. In the present 
experiment this level is n = 6 corresponding to the observed and 
transitions in magnesium. Because it was estimated that unresolved, 
very low intensity x rays may have originated from as high as n = 8, it 
was decided to begin the cascade at n = 9. The argument could be made 
that to begin the cascade calculation at a somewhat higher level, while 
having an insignificant effect on the deduced populations of the lower 
levels, would produce more useful information about the cascade itself. 
However, the explicit assumptions of the cascade calculation become less 
valid for higher principal quantum numbers, and consequently the deduced 
initial distribution has less physical significance. For example, above 
n = 11 in muonic Li a transition of An = 1 by Auger emission of a K-
shell electron is energetically forbidden. As there are no L-shell
electrons associated with this mesic atom, which behaves chemically like
6 6 a He impurity in a Li lattice, these transitions must occur radia-
tively or by interaction with a conduction electron in the host lattice.
This latter interaction is not computed in the cascade calculation.
9 12Also, in Be and C the L-shell electrons are conduction electrons
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better described by Bloch states than by hydrogenic wave functions; when 
interactions with these electrons are significant in the cascade process, 
the present calculation is clearly inadequate. In addition, electron 
screening becomes more important at higher n levels, significantly rais­
ing the states with large angular momentum. Sliding transitions (An = 0, 
A£ = -1) are then more probable but are not considered in the present 
calculation. Finally, there is evidence that in many substances large 
mesic molecules are formed, and the meson may not be bound to a parti­
cular atom until it arrives at a very low (n ^  7) level.^
We conclude that "initial" distributions deduced with existing 
cascade calculations become increasingly suspect for levels much higher 
than n ^ 9, the actual upper limit depending on the nature of the target 
material, the accuracy desired, and the sophistication of the calculation. 
Thus if the primary object of the calculation is to obtain the populations 
of the lower atomic levels, beginning the cascade at high n appears un­
warranted.
C. Results of the Cascade Calculation
The initial meson population of the angular momentum states in
the n = 9 level was found generally to be adequately described by a modi­
fied statistical distribution
O Q
P9£ « (2£ + l)e , (12)
where a. is chosen such that the cascade calculation reproduces the experi­
mental x-ray yields.
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In the present cascade calculation the muonic 2s level in all 
elements is assumed metastable, decaying only by a AH = 0, Auger transi­
tion.^’^  However, in all elements except Li the total K-series muonic 
x-ray yield is consistent with unity, indicating either a 2s-K2p transi­
tion or a mixing of 2s and 2p states. For Z > 6 the finite-nuclear- 
size effect sufficiently reduces the binding energy of the 2s state, 
and the 2s->-2p transition is possible. However, in elements with Z < 6
the 2s state is lower in energy than the 2p state because of the
11 11 effect of vacuum polarization. For these elements Ruderman has pro­
posed a "mixed" Auger-radiative transition in which an atomic electron 
receives the one unit of angular momentum which must be transferred when 
the meson makes the virtual Zs-^Zp transition. While it is in the 2p 
state, the meson may be thought of as being off its mass shell by an 
amount equal to the 2s-2p energy difference plus the excitation energy of 
the electron. The net rate for the transition 2s-<->-2p->ls is the normal 
2p~KLs radiative rate times the fraction of mixed-in 2p state. The 
emitted x ray has the energy of the normal 2p-ls x ray minus the amount
by which the meson was off its mass shell while in the 2p state. For 
9
Be , if a K-shell electron were emitted, this energy difference would 
be about 60 eV which is very small compared to the x-ray energy of 
33.4 keV. On the basis of measured yields, it appears that this mixed 
transition completely depopulates the 2s states in Be, B, and C but is 
at best only partially effective in Li (see Table III and Ref. 15).
This difference might be due in part to the presence of L-shell (con- 
duction-band) electrons in mesic Be, B, and C atoms and their rela­
tive absence in mesic Li. Ruderman indicated that the omission of
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L-shell electrons from his calculation probably resulted in an under­
estimate of the mixed-transition rate. Using his expression for the 
fraction of 2p mixing and hydrogenic wave functions for the L-shell 
electrons, one obtains only a small contribution to the mixing rate. 
However, it may be that the near-zero energy required to excite a 
conduction electron (a factor which enhances the mixed-transition 
rate) compensates sufficiently for the small wave function overlap 
of the conduction electrons with the meson so that a more exact 
analysis is required.
In the interpretation of the cascade calculations it was 
assumed that the total K-series muonic x-ray yields should be unity in 
all elements with Z >_ 4. Therefore, the predicted 2s-state population 
was added to the 2p-state population to obtain the total number of 
mesons which produce x rays. For Li we used the estimated value^ 
of 0.58 for that fraction of the 2s-state population which decays by 
the A£ = 0, radiationless Auger transition.
To determine the value of ia in expression (12) that best de­
scribes the "initial" population, the yields predicted by the cascade 
calculation were compared to the experimental measurements. Relative 
yields, because of their smaller experimental uncertainties, generally
were the most significant in determining a_. As illustrated in Fig. 8 
12for muons in C , the value a = +0.32 + 0.07, which is the weighted 
average of a^ , a^, a^ , anc^ as seen to reproduce satisfactorily the
experimental values. The results of this analysis for all muonic 
atoms are listed in Tables III and IV.
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The pion-cascade calculations contained one variable in addi­
tion to eu (cap) in Li^ , Be^ , and 0^; r^Ccap) in Mg and Ti.
The capture rates from the other angular momentum states either have 
been directly measured or were extrapolated from direct measurements in 
higher-Z elements using wave function overlap arguments; large variations 
in these capture rates had negligible influence on yields predicted by 
the cascade calculations. These rates, expressed in terms of the widths 
of the corresponding states, are denoted by superscript (a) in the last 
three columns of Table VI.
Two techniques were used to select the "initial" population for 
the pion-cascade calculation. The first assumes that when the pion and 
muon have the same binding energy they have the same distribution among 
angular momentum states in their respective n levels. Because of the 
larger mass of the pion, it has approximately the same energy in the 
n = 11 level as a muon in n = 9; by the above assumption, the populations 
of the pionic and muonic angular momentum states in these levels may be
described by the same value of a.. This method has been used by 
18Backenstoss who then assigns a 10% uncertainty to the population of
the lower pionic levels to account for possible differences in the muon
and pion cascades.^
The second technique is essentially identical to that described
earlier for the muon cascade calculation. In pionic atoms certain yields
are approximately independent of variations in nuclear capture rates
12but are functions of a.. In Fig. 9 predicted C pionic x-ray yields are 
shown as a function of ^^(cap) for several values of a_. In this case, 
the relative yield implied a_ = +0.49 + 0.09 which was in turn used
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in conjunction with the absolute yield of the K^-line to obtain
r = 2.6 + 0.9 eV. This second technique was used for all elements zp
except oxygen, magnesium, and titantium, for which insufficient yield 
data required use of the first technique. The results of this analysis 
are presented in Table VI. The level populations are listed for compari­
son with the results of other investigators who have done similar cascade 
calculations but have used different "initial" distributions. Best-fit 
calculated values have not been listed in Table V because generally the 
cascade parameters were not overdetermined.
X X ' iL ^Because I^Ccap) is approximately proportional to r  ^ (rad) 
for the transitions investigated in the present work, systematic errors 
in the calculations of the radiative-transition rates are directly
reflected in the deduced values for F^Ccap). Exact pionic 2p-ls radia-
18 9 12 16tive rates which have been calculated for Be , C , and 0 were used
in the present analysis. These calculations incorporated not only the
strong-interaction energy shift of the Is state but also the distortion
g
of the Is and 2p-state wave functions. For the 2p-ls transition in Li 
hydrogenic wave functions were used in conjunction with the experimen­
tal energy for this transition in order to obtain the radiative rate. 
From the results of Ref. 18, we estimated that the 3d-2p calculated 
radiative rates in Mg and Ti should be increased by 0.7% and 2%, respec­
tively, to compensate for strong-interaction effects. It is assumed 
that the errors introduced by using these approximate rates for Li, Mg 
and Ti are much smaller than the assigned uncertainties in the values 
for the yields and the state populations.
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The cascade calculation, constrained to reproduce the ob­
served x-ray yields, predicts the population probability and the capture 
probability for all pionic states in the atom. The products of these 
two probabilities constitute the capture schedule for the mesic atom.
The capture schedule for the lower levels in pionic Li^ is given in 
Table VII.
D. Effects of Finite Electron-Refilling Times
In the cascade calculations just described it has been impli­
citly assumed that all electron bound states in the mesic atom are filled 
whenever the meson makes an electromagnetic transition. In fact, of 
course, to fill an electron vacancy (created by an Auger process) requires 
a finite time which depends on the quantum number of the vacancy, the 
ionization state of the atom, and the electronic properties of the host 
material.
Estimates of refilling times were obtained from experimental 
73and theoretical values of florescence yields U) and u) for K andK L
L-shell electron vacancies, where the florescence yield is the probabi­
lity that the vacancy will be filled via a radiative transition. The 
competing process is that of Auger emission in which two vacancies are 
produced in the higher shell from which the original vacancy was refilled. 
The K florescence yield is then the ratio of the rates:
coT/r = (radiative) (total)
K  K  is.
where
Xv (total) = X (radiative) + Xv (Auger)
K K  is.
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73For an isolated oxygen atom it has been estimated oj = 0.0045. TheK
12 -1electronic 2p->-ls radiative rate is A (rad) ~ 3 x 10 sec whichK
implies a total refilling rate
A^ Ctotal) ~ 6 x 1014 sec  ^ (13)
For a reasonable number of L-shell electrons in the atom this result 
should be essentially independent of Z. The above estimate is in
74reasonable agreement with the results of a recent detailed calculation
14 -1for neon which predicts a K-shell refilling rate of 3.71 x 10 sec 
Similarly, an examination of typical L-shell florescence yields indi­
cates, for isolated atoms, an L-shell refilling rate
A (total) ~ 3 x 10^^ sec \  (14)
For atoms embedded in solids or liquids, there will be significant
corrections to these rates, especially for low-Z elements. For example,
if the L-shell comprises the conduction band as it does in Li, Be, and C
the refilling rate for "L-shell" vacancies will be dependent on the
characteristics of the lattice.^ In addition, the rate for refilling
K-shell vacancies from the conduction band is expected to differ from
that for refilling from the L-shell in an isolated atom, and estimates
of the difference are subject to large uncertainties. In higher Z atoms
the possibilities exist of high degrees of ionization, ionization of
7 6neighboring atoms, and displacement of the ion in the lattice. In 
view of the many complicating factors, the estimates (13) and (14) were 
taken as initial guesses in our calculations and were varied by an order 
of magnitude in investigating the effects of finite refilling times.
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In Table VIII are listed the total electromagnetic transition 
12rates for muons in C calculated with the assumption that all five 
electron states are filled. Auger emission of K-shell electrons domi­
nates for transitions from levels above the dashed line (emission of 
L-shell electrons becomes significant for n > 11). Comparing these 
transition rates with the refilling rate (13), it is seen that the atom 
should be partially ionized when the meson occupies states in the 
vicinity of and above the solid line in Table VIII. The radiative tran­
sition rates out of these states are so small that the meson remains in 
these states until the electron K-shell is at least partially refilled. 
Thus the Auger process still determines the nature of the cascade, and 
the populations of the lower levels will be unaffected. Arguments iden­
tical to these may be applied to the other elements under investigation.
If, however, the K-shell refilling rate is substantially 
smaller than (13), then radiative rates will begin to compete effective­
ly with Auger rates in mesic states with n ^ 4. The character of the 
cascade will then change because of the preference for large changes in 
n by radiative transitions as opposed to the An = 1 transitions pre­
ferred by Auger processes.
There have been two approaches to the problems posed by finite
12electron-refilling times. Eisenberg and Kessler emphasized that the 
nature of the cascade would be unaffected for high n where the Auger 
process dominates; in the lower levels where radiation begins to compete, 
total transition rates were assumed small enough to permit complete 
refilling. Therefore, they made no explicit adjustment in the calcula­
tion to reflect incomplete refilling of the electron states, and any
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possible effects on the nature of the cascade were absorbed into an 
adjustable parameter used to describe the initial distribution.
Suzuki^, de Borde^”*, and Berezin jet al^ . ^  simulated the 
effects of finite refilling times by assuming a small equilibrium 
electron population in the mesic atom which was maintained throughout 
the meson cascade. This was accomplished by reducing the calculated 
Auger rates to reflect the reduced occupation probability of the electron 
states. The assumption that the number of electron vacancies is inde­
pendent of the initial meson state appears tenuous in view of the large 
differences in transition rates displayed in Table VIII.
In the present work it was assumed that the refilling of
vacancies in the electronic K and L-shells could be characterized by
average refilling times T and T which were treated as adjustable para-K L
meters. Beginning the cascade at n = 9 with an assumed initial popula­
tion of the electron shells the calculation progresses through the 
cascade, computing the number of electron vacancies at the time the meson 
arrives at a given state, then refilling the vacancies to maximize the 
total transition rate out of that state. The total lifetime of the mesic 
level is obtained by combining in quadrature the refilling time and the 
inverse of the total electromagnetic decay rate. While this approach for 
calculating the effects of incomplete electron refilling is largely in­
tuitive, the results of the calculations indicate that a more rigorous 
analysis is not warranted at this time.
The yields predicted by the cascade calculation for both 
muons and pions in all elements in the present study were affected less 
than 1% by refilling rates (13) and (14); the effects were less than 2% 
when these rates were halved. In Mg and Ti refilling rates which were
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an order of magnitude smaller than (13) and (14) were found to alter 
the predicted yields by about 8%; however, the effect could be completely 
compensated for by an increase in a^, Eq. (12). These results contradict 
those of Ref. 77 in which it was found that the relative intensities of 
the muonic K-series in Mg could be described by a statistical initial 
distribution in £ if it were assumed that the refilling times were long 
enough to insure that the atom was always in a highly ionized state and, 
further, that the same intensities could not be obtained simply by 
increasing a..
The Mg and Ti muonic x-ray yield data could not be reproduced 
by the present cascade calculation with an assumed initial distribution 
given in the form (12), even for very large refilling times. By trial 
and error an initial distribution was found which gave satisfactory 
results as listed in Table III. This special distribution is illustrated 
in Fig. 10 where it is compared with a statistical distribution and a 
modified statistical distribution Eq. (12) with a_ = +0.40. It should be 
noted that this special form for the initial distribution, while not 
unique, does simulate the rather irregular cascade scheme recently 
predicted for large mesic molecules^
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VI. DISCUSSION 
A. Summary of Experimental Results
The primary object of the present investigation was to deter­
mine the strong-interaction broadening of the 2p pionic levels in Li^ ,
Be^, C^, and 0^ .^ The 2p widths in and 0^^ are in clear disagree­
ment with previously reported results, as can be seen from Table VI and 
Fig. 11. The primary source of the discrepancy is in the different 
values obtained for the absolute yields, as discussed in Sec. IV.D, and
not in the level populations determined with the cascade calculations.
9
The present results for Be , which are in excellent agreement with those
18 16 
of Backenstoss, disagree with the published results of Berezin et al.,
again primarily because of different yield values. On the other hand,
6 7the apparent equality of the widths in Li and Li is due entirely to 
the different predictions for the 2p-level populations in the two elements. 
Because the level populations are largely determined by atomic properties, 
it is expected that the difference is computational rather than physical.
B. Comparison with Theory
The previously noted uncertainties and inconsistencies among 
the predictions (3), (4), and (5) of the field-theoretical calculations 
make comparison with experiment difficult. These theories generally 
have no adjustable parameters except for a variable which appears in the
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phenomenological nucleon correlation function. In order to isolate 
the various effects which influence the absorption process and determine 
their relative importance, most authors omit other, often significant 
phenomena from their calculations. It is noteworthy that such calcula­
tions, in spite of these omissions, have predicted absolute absorption 
rates within a factor of five of the observed values. Furthermore, the 
dependence of the pion absorption rate on explicitly nuclear properties 
(e.g., nuclear excitations and final-state interactions) has been 
investigated, and the results should be useful for understanding dis­
crepancies between the predictions of the phenomenological models and 
experimental observations.
The optical potential Eq. (8), which is based on a multiple-
scattering theory, has, in principle, no adjustable parameters. However,
because of the oversimplified form of the correlation function which was
used in the derivation, the aci hoc correlation parameter E, was introduced
21as a possible variable. Conforming with Krell and Ericson we have set 
E, = 1 in the present analysis. The model then predicts the absolute 
pion absorption rate, as well as the dependence of this rate upon Z and 
upon other properties of the nucleus. It should be realized, however, 
that the relative absorption rates for different nuclei are model-inde­
pendent, to a first approximation. Thus agreement between theory and 
experiment upon the general Z (or A) dependence of the rates is no 
indication of the success of the present model. It is the ability of 
the theory to predict absolute rates and model-dependent phenomena, such 
as isospin effects, which must be examined.
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By constraining the constant parameters in the optical
potential such that the model "predicts" observed pionic x-ray energies
and widths, one obtains a set of "best fit" parameters which may then
be used to predict the energies and widths of x-ray lines which have
not yet been measured. More significantly, the comparison of these
parameters to those predicted from TT-nucleon scattering lengths and
pion production cross sections, as discussed in Sec. II., constitutes a
test of hypotheses upon which these predictions are based. In particular
the 2p, 3d, and 4f-level widths determine the "best fit" value for ImCo
in Eq. (8) while having relatively minor influence on the other para- 
21meters. Isospin dependence of the absorption rates has been investi­
gated and found to be negligible within the present experimental 
43uncertainties. Thus is determined by essentially a one-parameter
fit to the measured widths of the 2p, 3d, and 4f levels, for which there
18is a wealth of experimental data.
The technique employed in the present analysis was to use
optical-potential parameters obtained from a best fit to selected pionic
7 8x-ray data to predict 2p-level widths in low-Z elements. The best-fit 
analysis was limited to direct linewidth measurements of monoisotopic, 
non-deformed nuclei whose charge distributions had been determined 
experimentally. The requirement that the linewidth be measured directly 
rather than by the indirect, yield method insured that the resulting 
best-fit parameters were not biased by possible systematic errors in the 
indirect method. Thirty-eight targets fulfilled the monoisotopic and 
spherical-nuclei requirements, and direct width measurements of either 
the 2p, 3d, or 4f level had been made in 16 of the 38 nuclei.
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The optical potential of Anderson, Jenkins, and Powers was
used to analyse these data. It differs slightly from that of Eq. (8) 
in that the potential is written in a form emphasizing its dependence 
on the neutron, proton, and matter densities. Using the same notation 
as Eq. (8) and assuming spherical symmetry, they write:
The methods used to determine the nucleon densities and the general
calculational techniques are described in Ref. 43. The best-fit
parameters (16) obtained from the selected pionic x-ray data are listed
in Table IX. For comparison we list the parameters selected by 
18Backenstoss on the basis of a large set of x-ray data which was not 
restricted by any specific criteria and, in particular, included indirect 
width measurements. In column (3), Table IX are the theoretical




b' = p.b = 1.15bo 1 o io
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(16)
C[ = P11C1 = 0.87C1
C' = p0^C p(r)/p (r) z 1.86C o 2 or p o
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predictions taken from Ref. 21. We see that the agreement among the 
three sets of real parameters is quite good; both best-fit values for 
ImBQ are about a factor of two larger than the theoretical prediction; 
and the value for ImCo obtained with the selected x-ray data is also a 
factor of two larger than predicted.
It is of interest to determine if the optical potential 
[Eqs. (8) and (15)] may be applied to low-Z elements without changing 
the constant parameters of column (2), Table IX. These best-fit 
parameters were, therefore, used to predict the 2p-level widths for 
elements with A < 31. These predictions are shown as a dashed line in 
Fig. 11, where the solid circles are the results of the present experi­
ment, the open triangles are from Ref. 16, and the crosses from Ref. 18. 
The open circles are the directly measured 2p linewidths of the selected
nuclei used to obtain the best fit given by the solid curve. The open
18square is a revision of an earlier direct measurement of the 2p-level 
31width in P . This revision, because it represents such a small fraction
of the total amount of data used, should have a very small effect on
79the best fit given by the solid curve. The lower, broken line in
Fig. 11 is the fit of Ref. 18 obtained with the potential Eq. (8) and
the constant parameters of column (1) , Table IX. It should be remembered
that this lower curve was partially constrained by the widths indicated
by the crosses.
The advantage of displaying "reduced" widths (essentially 
£
division by Z ) versus the atomic mass number A, as in Fig. 11, is that 
most of the model-independent behavior is removed. In the present case, 
because the isospin dependence of the width was assumed negligible, the
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irregular shapes of the best-fit curves and the extrapolated curve are 
influenced by variations in the density factors p^ (r), Pn(r), and p(r) 
among the different nuclei.
C. Conclusions 
1. Experimental Techniques
Any comparison between the experimental technique used in
19 20the present investigation and that of the CERN group ’ will have
to be tentative as only three points of comparison (Be^ , C^, and 0^)
12 16are presently available. For C and 0 the discrepancy is irreconcil­
able although the uncertainties assigned to the present measurements are
9
large. While the agreement between the two techniques for Be is 
excellent, it should be noted that this width is clearly inconsistent 
with the trend indicated by the lower broken line of Fig. 11 and is in 
somewhat better agreement with predictions based on selected x-ray data 
(dashed line) . The precision of the present technique would be improved 
through the use of thinner and smaller targets to reduce uncertainties 
in the self-absorption calculations and the geometrical corrections, 
higher-resolution detectors (unfortunately this usually implies smaller 
active volume) to reduce uncertainties in the background, and more data 
to reduce the statistical fluctuations. These improvements will necessi­
tate longer data-accumulation times or more intense pion beams.
The CERN technique involves fewer corrections than the present 
method to obtain a yield value from the raw data and is, therefore, 
inherently capable of higher precision. Because the CERN method 
requires precise knowledge of the ratio of muons to pions stopping in
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the target, it would seem worthwhile to check this ratio for several 
12 16targets (e.g., C and 0 ) . This could be done by using the same
technique to determine the absolute L-series yields as is used for the 
K-series yields. Because the L-series in these low-Z elements is 
relatively unaffected by nuclear absorption, their intensities may be 
determined with conventional cascade calculations constrained to 
reproduce the more precise relative yields (e.g., L^/L^).
2 . The Optical Model
The results of the present experiment are in satisfactory 
agreement with predictions based on an optical-model potential whose 
constant parameters had been determined using selected data, largely 
from higher-Z elements. The best-fit parameters for the absorptive 
terms in this potential (ImB^  and ImCo in column (2), Table IX) are in 
disagreement by factors of two with those predicted by the quasi-deuteron 
absorption model.
On the basis of the present experiment the possibility cannot 
be ruled out that the 2p absorption rates in low-Z elements are somewhat 
larger than those predicted by the optical model. If such a phenomenon 
exists, it would be interesting to determine if the same mechanism might 
not also be responsible for the apparent leveling-off of Is absorption 
rates for Z >_ 9 . More precise measurements of 2p-level widths are 
needed in the experimentally difficult range 12 < A < 40.
The specifically nuclear effects of final-state interactions 
between the residual nucleus and the emitted nucleons and of nuclear
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excitations are not considered in the quasi-deuteron absorption model. 
One might speculate that if these effects could be incorporated into the 
model, perhaps as corrections, a more realistic comparison with absolute 
rates should result. Until existing experimental and theoretical 
uncertainties are reduced, it seems unlikely that we will be able to 
obtain detailed nuclear structure information from pion absorption rates 
in complex nuclei.
3. Atomic Cascade Processes
The mixed Auger-radiative transition proposed by Ruderman^ 
appears to be completely effective in depopulating the metastable muonic 
2s level in elements with Z < 6 with the probable exception of Li. The 
results of the present experiment are not inconsistent with mixing rates 
calculated in Ref. 11; the calculated decay time for the 2s state via 
this transition is about 40 nsec for Li. Thus delayed-coincidence 
experiments are a possible means for investigating this phenomenon.
By using existing cascade calculations one may be able to 
investigate the possible formation of large mesomolecules^ in elements 
for which several x-ray series are measured with good precision. The 
technique was suggested by the present analysis of muonic Mg and Ti 
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Table III. Summary of experimental muonic x-ray yields, and 











All K 0.92+0.12 0.83+0.03°
0.75+0.15®
0.93+0.01d
K /All K a 0.73+0.03 0.86+0.03° 
0.72+0.05®
0.72+0.03d






All K 1.01+0.12 1.09+0.13® 
1.01+0.10S
i.oof
K /All Ka 0.74+0.03 0.83+0.07®
0.83+0.07°
0.75+0.04f
La 6.1 0.48+0.15 0.33® 0.34+0.02




All L 0.50+0.17 0.38+0.09®
0.32+0.03h
0.37+0.01








































K<5 170 0.085+0.015b 0.076+0.008b




















K<5 382 0.079+0.0161,b o.ioob






L6 90 0.03+0.01b 0.019b
All L 0.72+0.10 0.87+0.048 0.761
L /All La 0.76+0.03 0.758 0.798







All M 0.49+0.10 0.395
















Best-fit for Initial distribution Eq. (12). Corresponding values of a 
are listed in Table IV.
1^
Includes contributions from all higher-energy transitions in the series. 
°M. B. Stearns et^  al_. (1969), Ref. 15.
^Includes mixed-in contribution from 2s state; see text.
8S. Berezin et al. (1970), Ref. 16.
f
Total K-series yield assumed equal to unity.
®J. L. Lathrop et: al. (1961), Ref. 7.
^After M. B. Stearns et al. (1969), Ref. 15, with totak K-series yield 
equal to unity.
1After A. Suzuki (1967), Ref. 76. These values were used in determining 
the "initial" distribution, Table IV.
''obtained using a special initial distribution, see text. Typical un­
certainties are + 10%.
lr
After D. Kessler et al., Phys. Rev. Letters 18, 1179 (1967). These val­
ues were used in determining the "initial" distribution, Table IV.
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Table IV. Muonic-cascade parameters for a modified 
statistical distribution in initial level N = 9.
Element a Population
Li6 +0.30+0.10 P„ =0.67+0.03a 
2p —
Be9 +0.50+0.12 P0 =0.75+0.03a 
2p —
c12 +0.32+0.07 P„ =0.69+0.03a2p —
o16 +0.08+0.05 P„ =0.61+0.03a 
2p -
Mg b P =0.60+0.05 3d —
Ti b P =0.55+0.05 3d —
Includes contribution from 2s state; see text. 
^Special distribution used; see text.
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Table V. Summary of experimental pionic x-ray yields.
Energy Yield Yield
Element Line (keV) Present Others







K /All K a 0.76+0.02







All K 0.14+0.02 0.21+0.05d 
0.188+0.017C 
O.21+O.O20



















Element Line (keV) Present Others




All K 0.045+0.014 0.095+0.010°
0.15+0.001° 
-0.02






All L 0.60+0.08 0.36+0.10d
o16
L /All L a 0.83+0.02 0.84+0.07d




All K 0.024+0.006 0.034+0.004° 
0.046+0.006s





























M /All Ma 0.91+0.02
Na 12 0.17+0.04
Ti La 255 0.17+0.02 0.16+0.171-0.08
0.188+0.028f
Includes contributions from all hlgher-energy transitions in the series. 
H^. Koch £t al. (1969), Ref. 20.
CM. Camac et al. (1955), Ref. 62.
S^. Berezin et al. (1970), Ref. 16.
0M. Stearns et al. (1957), Ref. 5.
R^. Kunselman (1969), Ref. 63. 
gH. Koch et al. (1968), Ref. 19.
M^. B. Steams et al. (1957), Ref. 6.
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Table VII. Nuclear capture schedule for pions in Li 
Listed are the number of pions captured from each 








Total d-state capture: VL x io~5
Total p-state capture: 0.60+0.09
Total s-state capture: 0.40+0.09
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Table VIII. Total electromagnetic decay rates for levels n _< 9 
12in muonic C assuming all five electron states are filled.
14 -1Units are 10 sec . Auger processes dominate above the dashed line.
\£
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
n\
9 2.50 2.79 3.35 4.26 5.56 7.30 9.56 12.4 15.9
8 1.77 2.04 2.53 3.33 4.47 5.98 7.92 10.3
7 1.06 1.29 1.67 2.31 3.23 4.46 6.03
6 0.52 0.72 0.97 1.44 2.12 3.04
5 0.20 0.39 0.51 0.80 1.25
4 0.06 ! 0.31 1 0.26 0.39
3 0.02 0.52 0.23
2 a 1.66
aThe 2s-<-*2p-*ls transition is expected to depopulate the 2s state at a 
rate greatly exceeding the 2s-*ls Auger rate. See discussion, Section 
IV.C.
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Table IX. Parameters of the nuclear optical potential,





From experiment,  ^





y y - 1] -0.030 -0.029+0.001 -0.023
b1[y"1] -0.08 -0.102+0.017 -0.09
c0[y“3] +0.22 + 0.23+0.01 +0.19
c1[y-3] +0.18 + 0.16+0.13 +0.18
ImBQ[y 4] +0.040 +0.036+0.002 +0.017
ImC0[y"6] +0.08 +0.161+0.019 +0.073
^ef. 18.
^Ref. 43. Eqs. (16) have been used to compare the parameters of Table I, 
Ref. 43, with those of columns (1) and (3) above.
Krell and Ericson, Ref. 21.
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1. Counter geometry, target and detector positions in the experiment. 
The degrader upstream of counter 1 was used only during the muonic 
x-ray runs.
2. Block diagram of the electronics. The cyclotron-RF trigger pulse 
provided a timing reference for gating the equipment off during the 
prompt (unstretched) part of the beam spill. DGG = Delay Gate 
Generator; D = Discriminator; FA = Fast Amplifier; C = Coincidence 
unit; S = Scaler; LG = Logic Gate (and amplifier); LSD = Logic 
Shaper and Delay; DDLA = Double-Delay-Line Amplifier; SCTA = Single- 
Channel Timing Analyser; TAC = Time-to-Amplitude Converter; PHA = 
Pulse-Height Analyser.
2 123. Differential range curve obtained using a 3.6 g/cm C target.
9
4. Timing spectrum for pionic x rays from Be . The energy range
spanned was ^ 8 keV to ^ 50 keV. Timing information for the "good"
events is stored in the upper 200 channels of the 400-channel
analyser.
9
5. (a) Be pionic x-ray spectrum. The combined counts in eight adja-
12cent channels have been plotted. (b) C pionic x-ray spectrum.
16(c) 0 pionic x-ray spectrum. In (b) and (c) the combined counts
in four adjacent channels have been plotted. Additional evidence 
for the contaminant peaks from aluminum and oxygen were obtained 
from other spectra.
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6. Net absolute detector efficiencies versus energy. 0 , obtained using
calibrated sources, Ref. 54. A, relative values obtained using an 
133uncalibrated Ba source. □, relative values calculated from known 
detector characteristics. The source-detector distances were 13.6 
cm, 12.3 cm, and 15.3 cm for the Si (Li), planar Ge(Li), and coaxial 
Ge(Li) respectively.
7. Plots of effective charges experienced by the muon and the K-shell
12electrons when the muon is in state (n, SL = n - 1) in C . It is 
assumed that all available electron states are filled. The "field" 
values are used to calculate wave functions; the "potential" values 
are used to calculate transition energies.
128. Predicted x-ray yields versus a for muons in C . A  modified statis­
tical distribution Eq. (12) was used for the initial population in
N = 9, and electron-refilling times have been assumed short compared
to typical muon transition times. A weighted average of a^ , a^>
and a, is taken as the a for the cascade.—4 —
129. Predicted pionic x-ray yields in C versus (cap) and for three
values of a. a = +0.49 + 0.09 was determined by the Ln/L ratio;
—  —  —  y 3 a  ’
the experimental yield is clearly consistent with this choice.
10. Population probability P  ^versus £ in initial level N = 9; # dis­
tribution which best duplicates experimental yields in muonic Mg.
For comparison we show A, a statistical distribution, and X > a 
modified statistical distribution Eq. (12) with a = +0.40.
11. Reduced 2p-level widths versus atomic number A. Solid line is the 
best fit to selected pionic x-ray data; 0 directly measured 2p
88
pionic linewidths for selected nuclei; see text. □ is the recently
31revised 2p width for P , Ref. 18. Dashed line is prediction of 
Anderson et al., Ref. 43, based on selected data. Broken line is the 
fit of Backenstoss to x-ray data which included the CERN indirect width 
measurements, X (see Ref. 18). A are from Berezin et al., Ref. 16, 
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